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Constructible Sheaves
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Introduction. On a real (resp. complex)analytic manifold X, we
prove that a complex of sheaves is eonstruetible if and only if it satis-
fies some finiteness property and if its micro-support [5] is a sub-
analytic (resp. eomplex analytic) Lagrangian set. Thus we may study
the funetorial properties, including contact transformations [6], with
our previous results on the micro-support of sheaves. As an appli-
cation we give a direct image theorem for regular holnomie modules
in the non proper ease.

1. Let X be a real analytic manifold. We use the same notations
as in [6]. In particular SS(F) is the micro-support in T*X of a com-
plex of sheaves on X. In this note we shall only consider sheaves of
vector spaces, in order to simplify the discussion.

Let F be a complex of sheaves on X. We shall say that F is
weakly R-eonstruetible if there exists a subanalytie stratification such
that the restriction of the cohomlogy groups o F to each stratum is
locally constant. We denote by D+(X) the derived category of com-
plexes of sheaves bvunded from below and by D+(X) the full sub-
category consisting of weakly R-constructible complexes.

Recall (cf. [2])that a complex F e Ob(D(X)) is said to be R-con-
structible if F e Ob(D+w(X)) and moreover for all x e X, the space
H(F) is finite-dimensional. We denote by D_(X) the full sub-
category of D+(X) of R-constructible complexes.

Theorem 1.1. Let F Ob(D/ (X)). The following conditions are
equivalent.

i) F e Ob(D+wRc(X)).
ii) SS(F) is contained in a subanalytic and isotropic set of T*X

(isotropic: There exists a dense open smooth manifold in SS(F) on
which the fundamental 1-form vanishes).

iii) SS(F) is a closed conic Lagrangian subanalytic set of T*X.
For the proof we use the technics of [1] and [5], [6].
As a corollary of Theorem 1.1 we prove that if Y is a submanifold

of X and F e Ob(D(X)) then ,r(F)the specialization of F along Y
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belongs to Ob(D(TrX)) and/r(F) the microlocalization of F along Y
(cf. [7]) belongs to. Ob(D(T*X)). Moreover if is an analytic contact
transformation from VT*Y to. UT*X and a quantized contact
transformation over (cf [6]), then for G e Ob(D(Y)) and p e U, there
exists F e Ob(D(X)) such that (G)F in D/(X, p).

2. Now we assume that X is a complex analytic manifold. We
denote by X the underlying real manifold, but we often confuse X
and X. We define the category D*c(X) and D(X) as in the real
case, but by considering now stratifications by complex manifolds.

Theorem 2.1. Let F e Ob(D (X)). The following conditions are
equivalent.

i) F e Ob(D+c(X)),
ii) F e Ob(D+(X)) and SS(F) is stable by the action of C.

iii) SS(F) is contained in a closed conic isotropic subanalytic
set of T*X stable by the action of C.

iv) SS(F) is a closed conic complex analytic Lagrangian subset
o/T*X.

For a subset AX, the conormal cone N*(A)cT*X is defined in
[9]. Let Y be another complex analytic manifold, f a holomorphic
map from Y to. X, We denote by p and the natural associated maps
from YT*X to T*Y and T’X, respectively.

Theorem 2.:}. Let (Y)>0 be a family of open sets in Y, let
G e Ob(D(Y)) and assume"

i) Y=U Y, U,> Y, Y and ,> Y,c.
ii) f is proper over Supp (G)f] for all p.

iii) N*Yf] SS(G)+p(Y >< T*X)cT*Y.
Then Rf, (G) and Rf (G) belong to Ob (D(X)). Moreover

SS(Rf,(G)) and SS(Rf,(G)) are contained in p-(SS(G)).
This theorem is easily deduced from Theorem 2.2 and our results

in [5].
3. We still consider complex manifolds. Let-q)x denote the

sheaf of finite-order holomorphic differential operators on X. For a
map f" Y--+X we also consider the (gr, f-Lq)x)-bimodule
----G-(R)-, f-z (cf. [7]).

Let D(x) denote the derived category of the category of com-
plexes of right .q)z-modules. We denote by Do(_q)z) (resp. D(_q)x))
the ull subcategory o2 D(-q)x) consisting of complexes whose coho-
mology is bo.unded and coherent (resp. bounded and regularholonomic,
[3]).

We define two unctors from Do(r) to D(_q)x) by setting or
e Ob(Do(r))
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= Rf,((R) r--,x)

" 3=Rf,(’(R)r .-,).

Theorem 3.1. Let (Y),>0 be a family of open sets in Y and le
e Ob(D(r)). We make the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 with

Supp (G) replaced by Supp () and SS (G) by Char () (the character-

istie variety

00"

This theorem follows easily from Theorem 2.3 and the results in

[2].
Corollary 3.2. Let f" Y-+X be a holomorphic map, wi$h dimX

1 and ll a regular holonomic )r-Module. Let x e X and K a compac
subset of f-(x). Then there exists open neighborhoods U of x, V of
K, with Vcf-I(U) such that denoting by fv" V-+U the restriction of

f, (1) nd (1) belong to Ob(D(.v)) ad that the eonelion

of Theorem ;3.1 re atied wit,h f eplaeed b f,.
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